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Queries, answers, and communications relating to subiects
to which special departments of the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL
are devoteAwilZ be found under their respective headings.

QUERIES.

ra We would request correspondents who desire to ask
questions in this column not to make use of such signatures as
"A Member," "A Member B.M.A.," "Enquirer," and so on.
By attention to this request much confusion would be avoided.
Correspondents are asked to write upon one side of the paper
only.
TUBERCLE desires to know of a sanatorium for tuberculous

peritonitis with diarrhoea in a young woman able to make
only a small weekly payment.

SUSTENTACULUM asks: Is thiosinamin suitable for using in
cirrhosis of the liver in a young man. If used orally, is the
effect as good as if used intramuscularly?

THE HOME TREATMENT OF SCARLET FEVER.
DR. W. GORRIE (Dundee) writes: I was much interested in
Dr. Robert Milne's paper, -but would be much obliged if he
would clear up a point which is doubtful to me. Does he
stop all external application at the tenth day, and if so, why?
For the last ten years I have employed diluted eucalyptus oil
(1 in 3 olive oil) for external application, but only from the
tenth day till all peeling is over, with two objects in view-
for example, disinfection and prevention of skin dust. In
order to prevent other children in the house or in the same
room contracting the fever, I have given them carbolic acid
internally until the urine became green, and have never been
disappointed.

ACIDITY OF THE BLOOD."
DR. PERCY NEWELL (St. Ijeonards-on-Sea) writes: There is a
good deal of literature appearing at present concerning the

lactic-acid bacillus " and also the " phosphoric acid " treat-
ment of diseases depending on some auto-intoxication -and
one is always coming across the expressions, "acidityof the
blood," hyperacidity of the blood," " not allowing the acidity
of the blood to fall below a certain point, as the body-becomes
alarmingly susceptible to every form of disease." I am aware
of Joulie's experiments, but I am afraid I feel very ignorant
as to the meaning of these terms. In my student days physio-
logy always taught me that the blood was an alkaline fluid,
and I find all modern books on physiology and pathology still
state it is an alkaline fluid. How can it, then, be an acid fluid ?

CIGARETTES.
NICOSIA sends us a packet of cheap cigarettes, made apparently
from American tobacco, stating that he has noticed a con-
nexion between their use and the presence of mucous patches
and ulcers of tonsils and soft palate among youths who are
the subjects of syphilis.

* It is illegal to add anything to cigarette tobacco besides
essential oils (for flavouring), acetic acid (as a preservative),
and water. Tobacco factories are at all times open to the
Excise officers, and there does not seem to be any probability,
or indeed possibility, of foreign substances being used. The
connexion which our correspondent believes he has noticed
must therefore be due simply to the irritating action of the
tobacco or smoke, or both.

INCOME TAX.
ENQUIRER writes: Through ill-health my total income is now
only £200 per annum, income tax being deducted before the
dividends are paid to me. Out of this sum I pay £43 per
annum in life assurance premiums. Am I entitled to repay-
ment of tax on the full amount of such dividends for the
last three years? If so, how much rebate should I claim,
and what steps should I take for this purpose?

*** If our correspondent's income during each of the past
three years has been £200,. derived wholly from dividends,
lie is entitled to cl&im repayment of income tax as follows:
On £160 abatement, tax ast is., £8; on £33 6s. 8d. life assurance
premiums, tax £1 13s. 4d.; total £9 13s. 4d. each year, or £29
for three years. The allowance for life assurance is restricted
to on-e-sixth of the total income; hence, although our cor-
respondent pays £43 in premiums, he can claim repayment
only on £33 6s. 8d., that is, one-sixtth of £200. The necessary
forms of claim, containing full instructions as to procedure,
can be obtained from the local surveyor of taxes.

ANSWERS.
DTR. H. E. WINGFIELTTD(LnOndOn) writes: In answer to "N.M. C'.s "
query as to' thie treatiment of eruptions of red itching papules
in a child, I triedlboiling the drinking water (which was hard
water from the chalk) in a similar case in which two children
xuere affected, with immediate and complete relief. Yet even
a single glass of unboiled water would cause its reappearance.

NORTH COUNTRIR writes, in answer to " N. M. C.": Case 1_
Take swab of the membrane and treat according to report.
If diphtherial, with serum. Place feet in boracic bath, and
treat with boracic fomentations. Dress at night with a cream
of sulphur in sterile olive oil. Avoid. ointments. Case 2:
Stop sugars, jams, and fruit; -also milk after the middle of the
day. Examine stools. Give J grain of antifebrin at night.

DR. T. M. ALLISON (Newcastle-on-Tyne) writes: In answer to
"Gestation" as to method of judging babies at shows: L
would suggest: (1) That they should be divided into the two,
classes of naturally and artificially fed children ; (2) subdivide
according to age, say under 3, 6, 9, and 12 months, and for
older children, under 2, 3, 4, etc., years; (3) give -points for
weight, height, teeth, complexion (rosy or reverse), firmness
of flesh, and perfection of outline; (4) eliminate the worst,
exhibits to start with, and then judge according to (3).

LETTERS, NOTES. Eta.
TRUE HERMAPHRODITISM.

DR. A. DUKE (London) writes with reference to the note om
Dr. de Forest's case of alleged hermaphroditism, published in
the JOURNAL of October 31st, p. 1416, that he thinks a little,
more proof is necessarv. " The androgyne became pregnant,
and was ultimately delivered of a child." Who was present
or attended at the confinement? The statement that follows.
-" The possibility of such an occutrrence need not be dispxtted "-
is open to question; and if "it is not very difficult to get.
evidence of past pregnancy," why has not such evidence beeu
given ?

PROPHYLAXIS OF VENEREAL DISEASES.
DR. ROBERT R. RENTOUL (Liverpool) writes: The question raised
by Surgeon Mummery in the BRI-TISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of
August 15th and October 31st is of immense national impor-
tance. Surely it is time our navy and mercantile marine
dealt with this subject in a practical manner. Each month I
examine-no mere inspection-about 600 seamen, and find
that a large percentage have to be rejected owing to the-
presence of gonorrhoea or syphilis. I have also published &.
small volume-Enthetic Diseases, in which I give some very
impressive statistics, and describe the system of prevention
now in force in the German navy, also partly in the Austrian,
French, and Italian navies. If we cannot-owing chiefly tcD
an unholy terror of Mrs. Grundy-protect men from enthetic.
diseases, then let us protect women and children.

NEWSPAPER MEDICINE.
WE have on several occasions given examples of newspaper
medicine. Any of our readers interested in the subject may
think the following further instances recently culled from
various sources, worth preserving. Puc), the American Punch,
mentions, under the head of Fashion, a very remarkable
dislocation which "leads a woman to willingly cut her
sleeves off above the elbow and then hustle to find 5.27 dollars.
to buy cotton, silk, or kid gloves to cover the end of her tibia."
One of the leading daily newspapers of France, in giving an
account of a case in which a young man was found killed by a.
revolver bullet which had entered the left temple and made,
its exit through the right side of the skull, stated that the-
report of the medical experts showed conclusively that it was.
impossible that the victim could have used his left arm, " the
tendons which move -that limb having been severed by the
bullet which traversed the brain." If the testimony of doctors.
were of the character so often, attributed to them by news-
paper reports, the verdict returned the other day by a.
coroner's jury. at Southwark, "Death from the medical
evidence," might be justified.

SCALE OF CHARGBS FOR ADYVRTISEXENTS IN THU
BRITISH XEDICAL JOURNAL.

A s. d.
Eight lines and under __ 0 4 0
Each additional line 0 0 8
A whole column ... ... ... 2 13 4
Apage ... .. . ... . . 8 0 0

An average line contains six words.
All remittances by Post Office Orders must be made payable to

the British Medical Assoeiation-- at-the-General Post Offlce. London.
No responsibility will be accepted for any sueh remittance not so
safeguarde4d.
Advertisements should be delivered. addressed to the Manager.

6. Catherine Street,. Strand, 'london. not later than first poSt on
Wednesday morning pre gpublication; and if not paid for t
the time. should beaceompamed by a reference.
N.B.-It is agaInst the rules of the Post Offc to reelve letes at

Posote Restaates addressed ither in initials or numbers.

ERRATA.-In Dr. Daniels's reply in the discussion on lymphatic-
diseases in the tropics, in the Section of Tropical Diseases,
published last week, p. 1365, first .column, 22 lines froni
bottom, -for "inoculations" read "inosculations"; and.
second column, line 2 'from top, for " seemed probable " reac
" seemed improbable."
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